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Outline

What are we dealing with here: volume, geographic spread, approach of 
promoters/issuers. 

A taxonomy – how might we think about ICOs

ICOs: Risk and policy considerations

Legal consequences. 
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What is an ICO? 

Often not “Initial”.  In over 70% of our cases a secondary capital raising.

Never a “Coin” as we commonly think of them. 

Always an “Offering” – but while 2 out of 3 ain’t bad, 1 out of three … 

But the title resonates with IPOs, which are legitimate, often profitable, and well 
understood initial offerings of stock in a company. 

ICO = Crowdfunding + Blockchain: Usually the token exists on a 
blockchain and is issued for cryptocurrency

The offering is of coins (tokens) which can represent a range of rights – charity, 
rewards, equity:
• a licence to use certain software (a ‘usage token’)
• membership in a community (a ‘community token’)
• a right to some cryptocurrency (a ‘currency token’) 
• a share of a cash flow generated by an asset (an ‘equity token’). 



Typology 
Blockchain: DLT + cryptography (+ smart contracts)

Cryptocurrency: non-sovereign / sovereign (digital / e money)

ICO: Blockchain + crowdfunding



Blockchain: DLT + cryptography + smart 
contracts
Centralised / networked / distributed

Permissioned / permissionless

Trust solution: security / transparency / permanence

Distributed Ledger Technology and Distributed Liability:

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3018214

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3018214


Considerations
Code is law?

Liability?

Choice of law?

Structure? Permissioned, concentrated



But
Risks

Garbage in, garbage out

Governance

Data privacy / protection

Confidentiality



What is the ‘culture’ behind ICOs?

ICOs were initially mostly issued by techies with little background in 
finance and capital markets. For someone seeking to build a blockchain-
based application, they are a natural way of seeking funding for it. 

Many are issued by people with anarcho-capitalist ideas. 

Some literally say “As these coins are offered on the cloud, and our ICO 
exists on the cloud and not in any country, this ICO is not subject to the 
laws of any country”. 

As the amounts raised have increased, so have the variety of initiators …

Obviously Colorado and California are not the only places people are 
smoking some seriously potent stuff! 



Our database 
 Analysis of more than 500 ICOs globally 

 Source: 4 well-known websites

 Collection of basic parameters (e.g. name of issuer, country of origin, volume of offering, 
regulatory compliance, choice of law, etc) 

 Distinction between different types of ICO on basis of taxonomy 

 Total volume: USD 19 bn (at 1st day of offering)

 Average subscription (per ICO): USD 14.24 mil (subsample of 217 ICOS for which 
subscription were disclosed)



A Taxonomy; How might we think about ICOs

Documentation
 Lack of Prospectus 
 So-called Whitepaper: outline formalities of offering and token
 Standardized token sale agreements

Advertisement and marketing
 Social-media like structures (e.g. dedicated blog section outlining 

news)
 Frequently primitive and immature design of documentation but 

certainly not always!

Features of an ICO



Currency, Equity and Utility Tokens

Currency Tokens – a token reflects a right in another currency, either 
crypto or otherwise.

Equity Tokens -- represent the right to share in a cash-flow derived from 
an asset other than a currency. 

Utility token -- grants usage rights to holder (e.g. preferential access, 
software license etc.)

Crowdfunding taxonomy more useful / appropriate basis:

Donation

Reward

Equity / Investment

+ Currency



Distribution of ICOs for consideration (in %)


Chart1
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Distribution (Total)

48.78
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35.7



Tabelle1

				Distribution (Total)

		Currency Type		48.78

		Equity Type		15.52

		Utility		35.7







Poor quality of whitepapers
 17.96% only provide technical information – indeed a technical 

description of the underlying technology, and something about its 
potential uses and benefits, is about the only consistent feature of 
whitepapers

 Grossly inadequate information about initiators in more than 30%
 No description of financial circumstances in around 25%

Profound information asymmetry means this investment capital is often 
being misallocated

ICOs: Risks and Policy Considerations

Information asymmetry & Misallocation of capital 



Weak legal protection

Lack of accountability of issuer

 In around 50% of cases no background information on issuers
 In 33.26%, name of issuer ≠ author of whitepaper 
 In 32% no information on applicable law

RESULT -- Impact of private law liability severely limited 



Systemic risk

Significant global exposure
 Total volume: USD 19 bn for 451 ICOs (1st day of offering) 
 Assumption: > 1600 ICOs globally 
 Average subscription per ICO: USD 14.24 milion
 = Total amount contributed by participants: USD 20 - 25bn

Is it a bubble? 



Major bubbles since 1990 vs. Bitcoin: Percentage 
Change



Nature of token

 Donation (c.f. donation-based crowdfunding)
 Benefit in return for consideration (c.f. rewards-based crowdfunding)
 Currency
 Equity / investment

Issues
 Relationship of contract or partnership 
 Commitment to public and accepting consideration 
 Prohibitions against misleading practices 
 Consumer protection legislation
 Financial law 
 Crowdfunding laws 

Legal and regulatory issues



General consumer protection legislation

Liability in case of breach
 Contractual liability
 Possibility of Prospectus liability or promotional communication rules 

Determination of applicable law
 Frequently choice of law in token sale agreements
 BUT: limited by Private International Law in consumer relationships
 Applicability of company law or partnership law? 
 Special provisions of financial law? 



Financial law: Financial tokens

 “securities”  Registration & prospectus obligation
 SEC in Munchee Inc.: Assessment of economic realities underlying 

transaction required for determining status as security
 Securities exchanges  / infrastructure
 Investor portfolio management: Tokens may be financial 

instruments if “equivalent to shares” – cash flow + some influence
 Collective investment: MIS (i.e. raise capital from number of 

investors, with a view to investing for benefit of investors)?
 Derivative: if coin derives value from “underlying asset”  Req. AUS 

Fin. Services License
 AML/CFT



Crowdfunding legislation

Modification of financial laws for small issuers and brokers
 Lighter regulatory burden

Most ICOs beyond threshold for CF exemptions 
 Prospectus requirements 
 Securities and companies law re prospectus 
 ASIC: ICO ≠ crowd-sourced funding 



Approaches and options
Outright ban

Private ordering

Regulatory warnings

Financial regulation

Cross border coordination



Introduced by China and South Korea
 On initiative of SEC Warning against “pump-and-dump” ICOs

Benefit
 Legal certainty at low regulatory costs

Downside
 Overly strict response
 Overemphasises control of risk
 Underemphasises importance of innovation 

Outright ban



Private ordering: Reducing information asymmetry 

Options
 Minimum formal requirements for whitepapers (eg. Russia)
 Best practices (eg. HKFTA)
 Certification of disclosures by issuers (eg. through auditors)

Benefit
 Promote consumer protection
 Standardization => enhance market forces

Downside
 Higher regulatory costs 
 Discourage innovation by imposing higher costs on start-ups



Regulatory warnings

About, for example:
 Insufficient quality of whitepapers
 Risk of fraud 

Benefit
 Less intrusive than outright ban
 Potentially measurable effect on consumer

Downside
 The SEC issued very strong warnings with seemingly not great effect. 



Widening scope of financial law

Options
 Regulate usage tokes 

Benefit
 Inclusive: catches most activities of token

Downside
 Intrusive: Would catch all license-based business models
 Agency problem: Financial regulators may not be best equipped to 

combat consumer-fraud  
 Too broad a response viewed systemically 



Enforcement through concerted action

Options
 Enforce existing laws in cooperation with all agencies potentially 

involved (e.g. ESMA/NCAs, but also consumer protection, AML/CFT, 
data protection etc.)

Benefit
 No additional legislation required 

Downside
 Enforcement cooperation restricted due to constitutional framework
 Information & incentive asymmetry among agencies involved 



Regulatory intervention 
 Lack of regulatory intervention leaves consumers unprotected
 Cost-benefit analysis required so as to determine regulatory approach
 Increase in amount and volume of ICOs:  no longer too small to care

Protection of investors
 Unclear applicability of financial legislation
 Intervention through enforcement cooperation may be necessary 

Differences among tokens
 No one-for-all solution possible 

We recommend a combination of industry best practices, 
infrastructure development, mandated minimum disclosure 
standards and concerted action by regulators.

Conclusions



Emerging consensus

Important potential benefits of the structure

Combination of approaches: differentiation

Donation and reward structures

Private ordering

Financial structures / financial regulation

Focus on intermediaries and infrastructure providers

Legal / regulatory changes?



The Full Paper…

Dirk A. Zetzsche, Ross P. Buckley, Douglas W. Arner & Linus Föhr, 

“The ICO Gold Rush: It's a Scam, It's a Bubble, It's a Super Challenge 
for Regulators”, forthcoming Harvard International Law Journal 
(2019): https://ssrn.com/abstract=3072298. 

https://ssrn.com/abstract=3072298


FinTech Evolution
https://ssrn.com/abstract=2676553

RegTech
https://ssrn.com/abstract=2847806

TechFin
https://ssrn.com/abstract=2959925

Sandboxes & Smart Reg
https://ssrn.com/abstract=3018534

DFS in China
http://ssrn.com/abstract=266

DLT liability
https://ssrn.com/abstract=

https://ssrn.com/abstract=2676553
https://ssrn.com/abstract=2847806
https://ssrn.com/abstract=2959925
https://ssrn.com/abstract=3018534
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The first massive open online FinTech
course
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